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INTRODUCTION

We love gambling. From the 
hard decisions we must make 
to stick to the strategy that we 
came up with, through the 
thrilling anticipation that 
accompanies us as the arrow 
keeps on ticking above 
segments of the wheel of 
fortune, until the rush that 
overtakes our senses when we 
realize Fortuna has turned her 
favor towards us. We are willing 
to walk the whole nine yards. 
We love being lucky, and we 
love winning.

That is why we have decided to 
create LuckyCoinWorld, an 
online gambling facility that 
houses all the BEST luck-based 
games from around the world, 
operates in a provably fair 
manner, and rewards its users 
in various ways.

Our vision is to make 
participation in these exciting 
activities easily accessible to 
everyone, especially to those 
who are „ruled out” of 
traditional gambling for some 
reason, to anyone who had 
been scammed or misled by 
fake promises and unverifiable 
chances, or to those who are 
not born fortunate enough to 
make it through the barrier of 
entry that most real-world 
gambling facilities set.
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INTRODUCTION
With this in mind, we’ve chosen to leverage the lack of trust,
permission, and mutability of blockchain technology in order to
eliminate ANY restrictions that may come our way from regulatory
authorities, and decided to make our project the first of its kind by
coming up with a revolutionary NFT (non-fungible token) seed
funding method which allows anyone to take part in shaping the
future of the project. 

The crowdfunding process is carried out via the NFT market. Our
concept is to provide not only a share of the profits of the protocol
but also entertainment to those who are willing to trust us with their
time, energy, and money. This is why we implemented a lottery
function in the crowdsale smart contract: founders who buy our
Founder NFTs will automatically enter a lottery draft and 1% of them
receive 10% of the funds as winnings! This means the more Founder
NFTs one buys, the higher the chance of winning. Exciting, isn’t it?
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INTRODUCTION
After the dust has settled and the crowdsale has concluded, we are
aiming to start operating immediately. Our first products will be
different lottery games and wheel spins, we’ll cover this topic in
detail later in this paper. We’ve chosen these games because they are
easy to understand, relatively fast to develop, and using them doesn’t
require any previous knowledge. We’ve also thrown in some free stuff
to capture the attention of newcomers and people who are skeptical
towards online gambling – most likely because of their bad
experiences with online casinos in the past. 

This brings us to another reason why blockchain tech is the obvious
choice for our platform. Open-source smart contract technology
enables anyone to verify for themselves whether our algorithms are
fair or not, hence the chances of us ripping our guests off are 0. Every
single one of our games will be automated and every transaction,
purchase, and payout will be logged publicly on the Polygon
blockchain, validated by network nodes in a tamper-proof way, all
while being anonymous. 

Polygon is one of the most popular blockchains in the crypto
industry, especially when it comes to gaming projects. Not only is it
one of the most secure, fastest, and cheapest chains out there, but it
also has the liveliest and most active community: with over 2.5
million active users and more than 3 million transactions processed
daily, the Polygon chain is the best option for any gambling protocol.
However, interestingly enough, gambling projects on this chain don’t
really appear to have taken off.
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INTRODUCTION
When researching the market for competitors we have found only a
handful of gambling contracts that are still operational at the time of
writing, most of them being 80-90% down in terms of daily volume
compared to when they started. As we investigated the reason
behind this, we’ve come to the conclusion – derived from poorly
designed websites, anonymous developers, and low-quality wording
– that most of these look like they were born for one reason: a quick
cash grab. 

So how are we different than all these „ghost protocols” out there?
First of all, since this project is our dream, we don’t wish to stay
anonymous. Our team consists of gambling enthusiasts and creative
minds with years of experience in designing online products, our
sponsors and strategic partners are all publicly registered companies
and our advisors have a reputation to keep up. Secondly, we have
designed the games in a way that most of the processed funds get
funneled back to the community, the holders of Founder NFTs, and
protocol treasuries for promotions and giveaways. Last but not least:
we have grandiose ideas and plans for the coming months, and we
hope that you are just as excited about what’s to come as us
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THE PROBLEM
If you’ve read the Introduction part of this paper then you already
know how our approach towards operating a gambling facility
differs from the traditional ways. But for everyone to be able to get
the big picture, we’ve created a little summary of the existing
problems in the gambling industry.
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There are just too many regulations. You can’t simply walk into any
casino without having to show your ID at least, you cannot register
on any online gambling sites without agreeing to a bunch of terms
and conditions that are (for the vast majority of users) too tedious to
read through, not to mention KYC measures that one must take in
order to cash out. Additionally, most of the games the regular
gambling industry has to offer are outdated, boring, and take too
much time (sometimes days or even weeks) to conclude, and leave
the player with ever so tiny chances of winning.

Regular gambling:



THE PROBLEM

With most of them being centralised and running on unverifiable
algorithms, crypto gambling has only one upside compared to
regular gambling: anonymity. No regulations also could be a
bulletpoint here, but since no one can check the operation
mechanism of the underlying algorithm, the possibility of cheating
cancels the upside of this aspect right out. There are a few crypto
gambling sites out there that offer provable fair games through
open-source smart contract technology, but these casinos tend to
„force” their users to hold their platform-specific token where the
price is steadily on the decline.
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Overall it can be said that both regular and crypto gambling have
lackings that can easily extinguish a user’s desire to play. We at
LuckyCoinWorld aim to find a way to give players what they really
want: fun and profits in an engaging environment where you can also
feel like you are a part of a strong community!

Crypto gambling:



THE SOLUTION
LuckyCoinWorld offers various incentives both for those willing to
actively pursue victory and for those who wish to generate income
passively. Our revolutionary Founder NFTs allow holders to be co-
owners of the protocol themselves, getting the right to vote on future
developments and directions the expansion plans should take.
 
This feature paired with the cost-effective, fast-paced games that
don’t have any prerequisites regarding ID verification, knowledge,
experience, or skill whatsoever (sometimes games don’t even require
funds) make for the best online gambling experience one could find.
Add anonymity into the mix, and there you have the recipe for the
perfect gambling experience.
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FOUNDER NFTS
During the seed funding phase, 9000 unique Founder NFTs will be
offered to those brave enough to participate in the launch of the
LuckyCoinWorld protocol. These NFTs act as lottery tickets for a
specific one-time draft and also enable their owners to be
“shareholders” of LuckyCoinWorld. The NFTs will be available for
purchase in two batches:
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The first batch is the Whitelist batch, where 1000 NFTs will be sold
at a 25.5 MATIC/NFT price, generating a volume of 25,500 MATIC in
total. 10 Lucky Winners will be drawn, meaning the winners get 255
MATIC each. If you are a Lucky Winner, congratulations! If you
aren’t, wipe your tears because you are already a Founder NFT
owner, which means you are eligible for your respective share of
this lottery draft’s volume. 10% of the pot (2,250 MATIC) is
redistributed to Founder NFTs which means if you have 1 Founder
NFT in your wallet, you automatically receive 2,55 MATIC.

The second batch is the Public Mint. During this stage, 8000 NFTs
will be minted at a price of 35,5 MATIC / NFT. 80 Lucky Winners will
be winning 10% of the total proceedings – so 426 MATIC/winner –
and 10% is redistributed to ALL Founder NFTs: 28,400 MATIC to
9000 NFTs so 3,15 MATIC for every Founder NFT in your wallet.

The drafts will happen automatically once the collections sell out.
 
Mint royalty for NFTs in the seed collection is 10%
           Opensea: 5% for the team, 2.5% NFT holders, 2.5% for KingIT
           Piqsol: 10% for the team



OUR PRODUCTS
As an owner of one (or more) of the 9000 Founder NFTs you are
eligible to earn a percentage of each unique lottery collection’s pot
as passive income. All you have to do is hold at least one Founder NFT
in your web3 wallet and each time a game is concluded, your wallet
receives a payout in MATIC. The percentage of payout varies by each
game, as follows:
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The Common Collection (CLC):
This is the largest and also cheapest collection, 10000 NFTs will be
issued and 500 Lucky Winners are drawn automatically once the
collection sells out. At a 16 MATIC/NFT pricing, this pot’s value is set at
160,000 MATIC, of which 15% - a total of 24,000 MATIC – will be
redistributed to the Founder NFT owners. The second largest of our
lottery drafts, this collection boasts 8000 NFTs of which 400 will be
Lucky Winners. The pot’s total value shall be 524,000 MATIC at a price
of 65.5 MATIC/NFT and the Founder NFT holders receive 15% of this
pot as well, 78,600 MATIC being distributed in total.

We are entering highroller territory here: with 115 MATIC / NFT as an
entry price for this 6000-piece lottery draft, 200 Lucky Winners will
be announced. Pot value is at 690,000 MATIC, 17% - 117,300 MATIC – is
redistributed to Founder NFT owners.

The Uncommon Collection (UCLC):



OUR PRODUCTS
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And finally, the most prestigious and exclusive draft of all, shiny cars
and showers of champagne spilled intentionally on red carpets,
behold: The EPIC Collection! Only 2000 NFTs will be sold, 80 of which
shall be Lucky Winners. Those fortunate enough to own one of these
winning tickets would take home a whopping 2545,5 MATIC as a
reward for taking on the highest-risk game the protocol has to offer.
However, as a Founder that doesn’t have to concern you, for should
the protocol attract enough hazard-lovers who decide to try their
luck on this game of chance, the moment the winners are drafted,
you – yes, YOU, dear Founders – get a payout of 14% of the pot, which
accounts for 94,920 MATIC.

The Epic Collection (ELC):

We are entering highroller territory here: 115 MATIC / NFT as an entry
price for this 6000 piece lottery draft, 200 Lucky Winners announced.
Pot value is at 690,000 MATIC, 17% - 117,300 MATIC – is redistributed
to Founder NFT owners. 

The Rare Collection (RLC):



LOTTERY TICKET NFTS
As mentioned above, LuckyCoinWorld will offer various lottery games
for the users to participate in, each one having its unique properties.
By purchasing NFTs from either of the collections described in this
document (CLC, UCLC, RLC, ELC), holders automatically enter the
lottery draft for said collection.
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In case one doesn’t win, there is a possibility of „turning in” 5 of your
non-winning NFTs in exchange for a unique Wheelspin Token that
allows you to spin the Lucky Wheel for free.

48,000 MATIC distributed to 500 winners – 96 MATIC/winner
CLC

157,200 MATIC distributed to 400 winners – 393 MATIC/winner
UCLC

207,000 MATIC distributed to 200 winners – 1035 MATIC/winner
RLC

203,400 MATIC distributed to 80 winners – 2542,5 MATIC/winner
ELC



LUCKY WHEEL
Should you run out of funds or simply feel too lazy to transact tokens
to your wallet, fear not: the Lucky Wheel feature lets you participate
in the fun for free once a day. There are many useful (and less useful)
things you can win on this goofy feature of LuckyCoinWorld such as
free lottery ticket NFTs, small quantities of crypto to cover your gas
fees, and non-winning lottery tickets so you just might get that last
one or two to turn them in for another chance at the Lucky Wheel,
more free spins or just a motivational quote to put you in the mood
for some LuckyCoinWorld adventures!

PROMOTIONAL WHEEL
Like everyone else in the NFT gaming space, LuckyCoinWorld is
bound to have strategic partnerships with other fascinating projects
wishing to enter this ever-growing market. And what is the best way
to raise awareness about your new project? Of course, distributing
free stuff through promotions! For this purpose we have decided to
implement a Promotional Wheel for our protocol’s users, providing
them with chances to win valuable stuff sponsored by our upcoming
partners. Who knows, maybe your prize on a promotional NFT spin
will be one of the pieces of the next superstar collection!

 *Are you a project owner? Contact us for more information about our
terms & conditions for strategic partnerships and promotional offers.*
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ROADMAP
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Community building: Medium, Discord, Twitter, Telegram channels
Founder NFT design
Website development
Whitelist
First steps of marketing plan (targeting niche markets, influencer 
campaign)
Contacting possible strategic partners 
Contacting launchpads and investors
Minting of Q1 legacy cards

Commencing of the crowdsales
Contacting charitable organizations
Making our first donation for charity
Second phase of marketing plans (publishing on crypto news outlets,
PR, partnership deals)
Further growing our community
Introduction of the governance DAO
First promotions

New, more complex games 
Partnerships with real-world casinos
Third phase of marketing plans (event-based marketing, sponsoring, 
continous news coverage)
Multi-chain expansion (DAO votes on options)
Continous charity donations and promotions
Introduction of Common Lucky Coin, our own cryptocurrency

Q4 2022

Q1 2023

Q2-Q3 2023

01

02

03



ABOUT US
We are nothing more than two people who dared to dream and start
a large-scale project that takes gambling to a higher level, that’s why
we’ve created Lucky Coin World. We have always been ambitious and
were not afraid of great challenges. We want to show everyone that
such a large project can be built from scratch, and it can be done
with hard work and dedication. Our project is not only about money
and gambling. Building our community and opening new doors to a
more open mindset is much more important to us. 

At LuckyCoinWorld we also place great emphasis on protecting our
environment. In today’s world people are neglecting our planet and
the consequences of this are unfortunately more and more visible
around us. When we created the project, we swore to ourselves that
we would do everything in our power to raise awareness about
environmental (un)cautiousness, because it is needed right now and
will be needed even more in the future. Those who join us are
guaranteed to find themselves in a good-hearted, helpful
community, and we are convinced that by working together and
putting meaningful effort into our actions we are able to achieve
something impactful!
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MEET THE TEAM

STRATEGIC PARTNERS & SPONSORS
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Zsolt Szabó Zoltán Kis
Founder & CEO Founder & COO



THANK YOU
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CONTACT US
www.luckycoinworld.com
luckycwinfo@gmail.com

https://twitter.com/LuckyCoinWorld
http://discord.gg/2UuBRvaxDU

